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ABSTRACT

The next generation of colliding beam storage rings support higher luminosities by significantly
, increasing the number of bunches and decreasing the spacing between respective bunches. The

heavy beam loading requires large RF cavity detuning which drives several lower coupled bunch
modes very strongly. One technique which has proven to be very successful in reducing the
coupled bunch mode driving impedance is RF feedback around the klystron-cavity combination.
The gain and bandwidth of the feedback loop is limited by the group delay around the feedback
loop. Existing klystrons on the world market have not been optimized for this application and
contribute a large portion of the total loop group delay. This paper describes a technique to reduce
klystron group delay by adding an equalizing filter to the klystron RF drive. Such a filter was built
and tested on a 500 kW klystron as part of the on going PEP-II R&D effort here at SLAC.

1. INTRODUCTION 7 kHz away. The driving impedance of each
coupled bunch mode can be calculated by the

The proposed PEP-II B-factory at SLAC difference in the real impedance seen by the
centers around a 3.1 GeV positron ring and 9.0 upper and lower revolution sideband
GeV electron ring. Current in the two rings is associated with the mode. Modes are driven if
2.14 A and 1.48 A respectively. A harmonic an upper sideband sees a higher real impedance
number of 3492, RF frequency of 476 MHz, than the lower sideband. Note that an upper
and filling every other bucket allows ,or 1746 sideband may be at a lower frequency than a
possible bunches in each ring. In order to allow lower sideband. A good example is the most
ions to clear in the electron ring, only 1658 strongly driven, the- 1 mode.
buckets are planned to be populated. The , _,.

number of bunches in the positron ring will be l_i _I__lt_

tailored to match transients in the two rings.

The gap in the bunch train introduces strong _!i!i!i!i!!i_il _ !i__ _l_revolution harmonics to the bunch spectrum. , .
These harmonics are spaced at 136 kHz +2-2 +1-1 o, o -1 +1 -2 +2

_-, intervals and interact with the impedance _'7_i_-_z 14_zZ" 47gMHz'_ 41_Zz + _*1_-_z76+
i__ll associated with the fundamental accelerating

i mode oftheRF cavitiesasshown infigureI. l:isureI:Cavityimpedanceandbeamspectrumwith
•, Each revolution harmonic has an upper and modenumbersofsidebandslabeled.|

ii lower synchrotron oscillation sideband spaced Great effort has been devoted to reducing the
ii * Work sup_M by Department of Energy impedance of higher order cavity modes 1
i contract DE-AC03-76SF00515. down to a level where driven coupled bunch
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modes can be damped by a wide band digital results are plotted in figure 3.
feedback system. 2'3 Reducing the cavity _,_,,_r_,.,_,_-a, p St.,c._ .
impedance of the accelerating mode is not an o, .,,_k,,,,_. -_,., ,., /
efficient option. One solution is to use RF _ .,0 _ _ _
feedback to reduce the impedance viewed by
the beam. . .......

4"/2 47, 474 47S 476 477 4711 4'79 4110

Prequmcy MHz

2. RF FEEDBACK BASICS 0

1
The philosophy behind RF feedback is _._[illustrated in figure 2. A sample of the cavity ........i............................... _'_-'-_
fields is amplified and phase shifted such that _h ,_, ,_, ,_ 4_ ,_, ,_, ,_, ,,,
the hybrid summing node takes the difference F._,,,,,,
between the reference and the cavity signal. Figure 3: Modeledklystron transferfunction
This error signal is then used to drive the !
klystron and cavity. Beam induced signals in Measured data appear as asterisk while the
the cavity appear as an error signal in the loop, model fit is the solid line. Note the maximum
are inverted around the loop and canceled in group delay of-..300 ns. Group delay is defined
the cavity. These induced signals are reduced as the slope of the phase response:

by the amount of loop gain at the frequency in d_
question. The gain and bandwidth of the loop is t =
limited by the total group delay around the g dto
loop.

Drive 3.2 RF Cavity
Reference_ _ '' " I

__._ d_ DelayI _ The bandwidth of the loaded cavity is-.70 kHz.

T" f 1RF Figure 4 shows the expected 180 degree phase
Cavity shift through the resonance.

_?,. rx I / \ ,_,,,.t.,._,36K..I

AoL____x__--___-a-- ......__._-_--_.--i.__ i _• .---.J

Figure 2:Bio,ekdiagram of a RF feedbackloop. 4n 473 474 475 476 477 4-/11 4,'/9 4111)
RreqmacyMHz

3. TRANSFER FUNCTIONS ,_ .... 1

3.1 Klystmn .,_ _: ]
472 473 474 4"I5 476 477 4"/8 479 410

Using a HP 8753 network analyzer, the _._..,M,,.
transfer function of the 500 kW PEP-II Figure 4: RFcavity transfer function

klystron was measured. A linear model was
then fit to the response using MATLAB. The
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3.3 Transmission Delay increase the gain and bandwidth of the loop,
the total amount of phase shift between the 0

Transmission delay is the lumped effect of dB points would have to be reduced.
.v. _ LaopTramfm' Funcuon- D.t_l_ SL.AI _KW

coaxi_ cables and waveguides. In the .w| , .- . _ ...... ---.------._-----]

frequency range we are concerned with, ,.t !i i _ _,_,_+,,independent delay elements. Figure 5 shows ° ............... i :_-'-_
the phase response of the 155 ns of delay , --i_$ 475.2 475.4 47k6 475.8 4"/6 476.2 476.4 476.6 47&g 477

estimated for PEP-II. Note that this is roughly _.q_,Mm

halfthedelayassociatedwiththeklystron. _: , • • . , :o ....._........+................................ i........+-.......+...............
4,o , . z-,,,_.._ slm,=,m,., , _"_" u_,P_.M,+,,,_$9.77_ ,,-.I

+ +++ ++'+"°+IJ_ I _ +.,r__.,+ 15,...ior_ ......... -+o.......! "+" _..............................._ "+ " +...... ...............
"_00__ ....... _ 475 47S.2 475.4 475.6 477.8 476 476.2 476.4 476.6 476.8 477

.._ i i t _ i i i mm-,_.yM.,,4n 4"_ 4"m 4+ 4+ 4. 4+ 4"_ 4+0
Mm Fisure6:Open loopresponse

Figure5:Phaseresponseoftransmissiondelay

The 180degreecontributionfromthecavity
3.4OtherElements occursoverasmallbandwidthwhencompared

tothefeedbackloopbandwidthof-700kHz.

The responseoftheelectronicphaseshifters The RF power isnotavailabletocancelthe
manufacturedatSLAC havea flatamplitude cavityresponse,hencethisct;ectisfixed.The
responseand a groupdelayof-5 ns.Their transmissiondelayshouldbeminimizedwhen
contributionwas includedinthetransmissiona systemisdesigned,butisgenerallynota

delayof155ns. variablewhichcanbc optimized.'rhisleaves
us withtheklystron.Intermsofthe"phase

The gainelementisa wideband solidstate budget"wc canwrite:
amplifierwhichcontributesa fewnsofgroup
delay to the loop. This was also included in 3.3 2 (Pm)+ 180+ 360 (.,sAJ)+ AP+t+,+< 360
above.

This equation states that the sum of phases
3.5 Open Loop Response required for phase margins (2x60 degrees),

cavity resonance (180 degrees), transmission

Combining the individual transfer functions delay, and klystron group delay must remain
we can calculate the open loop response of the less than 360 degrees. Since the first two terms
feedback loop. The value of the gain element is 'are constants, we can state that the sum of the
determined by stability criteria. Here we have phase contribution of the transmission delay
chosen the limit to be a phase margin of and the klystron group delay must be less than

i_ relatively conservative 60 degrees. 60 degrees.

![ Figure 6 displays the open loop transfer One can view the klystron transfer function to
| function. The location of the upper and lower be similar to that of a bandpass filter.

phase margins are shown. If one wanted to Increasing the bandwidth of the filter decreases|
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the group delay. By using the bandpass delay of~200ns.

equivalent of lag-lead compensation on the i_f.s" '_t ti'}' _"_")_=_t';

klystron drive signal, the location of the poles .to .................................!........
in the klystron transfer function can be spread _
apart to increase the tube bandwidth. The filter _ " Jl .so............... ..................._........
which performs this function is called an .,® ...
equalizer. ,`7_ ,,, ,76 ,n ,,0 ,n ,`7, ,`76 ,_ _0Ih)q_-y.ldl-la lhki_y-Mi¢_

tOO l_tmr zroup _lay .. F_ulliw• • -- -t.`7_)+o, + j0.o12.4o9) [nNl/.I

4. EQUALIZER DEVELOPMENT * " " .t.`7_,.,,._._)[._)
a .t.?_+o'/, X.zg'rT.+o)) ir_/a)

The klystron equalizer is a filter which places ] ,.3_._.)o._._)t,_)-_oo -(.3mo,(o + j(-/._)(_-_ Inel
4.3t_+0a . jO-9_*0_ Inel

emphasis on the klystron drive at frequencies ._0 ; , . _.,_.,,_.J<-_._._(_472 474 476 478 480

where output has began to decrease. The _._-,y-...
design began with generating a linear model Figure 8: Equalizer response
for the klystron response. Figure 7 is the output

of a MATLAB file which allows the user to Placing the new filter in the klystron drive
interactively fit a model to data measured with produces a new combined response with a
a network analyzer, larger bandwidth and smaller group delay.

o_ , _a_ , _o , _-_, p"',

[iiiil;.i i I, _ [ i___ Figure 9 sh°ws the c°mbiiedl resp°nse"j_,, r/,.._ ,____.__ ___

-Io .........Siii.'..._............ _ i ........... ._ , C"'))_,_._, t c_,_ _..,........+..... ,
Pmqoeocy.Mliz Pmqu)ncy-MHz - $ -100

300. Klystron_ delay .... -i IOystmnFoIN 472 474 476 476 480 472 4'74 4`76 4711 480

_1 4.398o+06+X-Z99e+09)[rnd_l Comb.medj__o._ _
_, _oo..........i .........

0 ......................................... )l |

,®......i..............i ....
0 •

....
_ _'h 476 _,_ 48o

Figure 7: Klystron model development
F_qu_ncy.MHz

Next we design a filter transfer function which Figure 9:Combinedresponse
has zeros to cancel the klystron poles. Poles are
selected based on the final combined group 5. IMPLEMENTATION al
delay or bandwidth desired. The goal for our di
filter was to decrease the group delay by a Studying the required poles and zeros of the Ifactor of four. The response of the equalizer equalizer shown in figure 8, we observe that
filter is plotted in figure 8. Note the positive the transfer function contains complex zeros.
phase slope which creates a negative group Synthesis of complex zeros is difficult in

lumped elements, especially at microwave
frequencies. The chosen approach was to mix
down to baseband in quadrature, process the
signals and then mix back up to 476 MHz.
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Figure 10 illustrates this topology, consistent with the equalizer filter.
4'_S Iii

.-.... I :lP 21
_'-'_'_.-,_,-'--- XI IAI X1

-,-%

[output_ [_ X1....... - +EolEin,ut
Figure 10:Equalizer block diagram

I Figure 12: General state space transfer function

Using the baseband technique the complexity '
of the filter is reduced, but two filters are

required instead of one. To transform the filter A - 3.5 xl07 -6.1 101 B =
to baseband, 476 MHz is translated to DC,
hence the location of the imaginary portion of
the complex poles and zeros above 476 MHz C= E-264x1¢-5.79x1014_D= [1]
are shifted down by 476 MHz. Poles and zeros

below 476 MHz are ignored if the filter Figure 13: Matrix values for equalizer function
response is symmetric. This greatly reduces the
required Q of the filter. Figure 11 shows the To make the gains in the C matrix more
required baseband response of the filter.

reasonable, the following substitution is made:

| Xt = Z1 Zi XI
-1sl-/............... .......i....i.i:i'_ "ii::i':"-i,ii.........._.......i,.i.4.1'i"_4"'+i"i'_I ii;/"': ......._'""" ' "'"";_I.iI .d×10 = .64 x 10
_! .... : ': : i_:;_ .... .....i :__ _ _1 -
.251_ i i i !_!i!i ; .'- ;.-a'._'_._,i:-- ! . r,,_,:l F -1

5.79xI01 -79xI01

_ .............._.......F-_,'"!i, 4.":..............._......._...i.+it_+_.......___!_"...-I

_[........i i;_2 Th__u_tingr_ationship(eigur_15)h._two!0_ i0 _ I0_ 10v

_'_'_' -1 entries in the C matrix which can easily be
Figure 11:Baseband equalizer response implemented with an op-amp summing node.

Realization of the filter response was achieved [_] = [_3.52x107 _2.8_x107] izt [26407 ]using state space techniques. The MATLAB L2.19×107 + 10 I_nt,_,_

i function TF2SS was used to make the ___
transformationintocontrolcanonicalform. Voutput_E-:-i] I:zlFigure 12 shows the general form for state = + _ D.pu_
space representation of a transfer function.

_l Figure 13 populates the matrixes with values Figure 15:Matrixesaftersubstitution
I
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The next step is to transform the matrix equations. Figure 20 contains these results.
representation into the Laplace domain. Here ,,/
differentiated elements are operated on by s,

the Laplace operator. [

[sZ_ L2.19xld
- _ _ _

Figure 16: Laplace representation of the two states _

Figure _!6contains two equation of the form:

sZ 1 = AllZ1 +A12Z 2+Bllinput _

Figure 17: An equation defining state Z 1

If we divide the two equations having the form
illustrated in figure 17 by s, the resulting
relationship can be realized with a single ,-
op-amp circuit. Recall that an integrator has N
the following transfer function:

)_ ( output_ -1
input sCR

Figure 18: Op-amp integrator circuit

If one studies the matrix relations, it becomes
clear that the transfer function can be realized
with a total of five op-amps. Two amps are
configured as integrators to implement the Figure l9: Schematicoffilter
equations of figure 17, two are needed for
inversion, and the last is used to sum the two Selection of a good op-amp is important. Since

• states and the inverted input to create the the filter response extends to several MHz, a
output. Figure 19 shows this realization, wideband amplifier is needed. Current

feedback op-amps offer large bandwidths but

Calculating the component values is simply a are not stable for integrator applications. This
matter of choosing a reasonable value for the application calls for a voltage feedback
integrator capacitors and equating the time op-amp which is stable at unity gains. We
constant of each integrator input to the selected an impressive device from Elantec,

corresponding coefficient from the state the EL2073. This amplifier has a 200 MHz

I
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gain-bandwidth product, and is unity gain anddoubles the loop bandwidth.
stable as required. Spice simulation using an
ideal op-amp matched the measured filter -. ,.,-.-.-. .-,-,-..-,.- •. -
response except for 5 ns of additional delay. -,-,g, lm al i m4a

,4mqt: 471 1114411 14141

_r - ._r_- _ _ _ mm.la

1 8t 2.64x10 "/ 1 f -
- - R 1 = .f-"

sCR 1 s s C x 2.64x107 -"
IIROO0 40_/ gqllP'O* _ • *

1 Al2 2.81x107 1 r --_-..... o. _ _ _,_.,
- - R 2 - _ .... "N_

sCR 2 s s C x 2.81X107 a_l _ -L _".

t_l .... "NO"
al IIN '

1 _ AI1 _ 3.52x10 "/ R3 = 1 t , "
sCR3 s s C x 3.52x107 ;r _-_ -_.._.___

41_,llOl _ 111411 mldkl4 lO.O00 C)O0 11411

1 A21 2.19x10 + l
- - R 4 = Figure 21: Measured klystron response

sCR 4 s s C x 2.19x10 "t

fIN, III ,141 1160 li _ _ 0 i J.I-_._
i

Figure 20: Calculating resistor values !,

Resistor Value " _.... -_"_ _ _ /.f-r

. , + , . ...... _.__.I.----LI----_
R 1 379 ohms -,

I _ lm eS _ • • • 7t0.07 m"-.
47°. 170 04 D 14141

R2 356 I / _ _-_
...... j

R3 284 " --'"- _"u fr

R4 457 , _ _..,,
i i I

Table 1: Results assuming C = 100 pF umm +m._ m _ m.,_ _o._ _
Figure 22: Measured equalizer response

Figure 21 shows the actual measured 500 kW
PEP-II klystron transfer function. Figure 22 is " ""* "" -- """ "'"""
the response of the equalizer filters including

the RF circuitrytomix down and backup to g,- J _.....-.._ -, ,,
476 MHz. The measured group delay is -190 ns J
at 476 MHz. Finally figure 23 is the cascaded
response of the ldystron and the equalizer ,, ,. ,,.,., ,. • ...,..
filter. The cascaded group delay at 476 MHz / _ ,,. ,oo,,,.
has been reduced to 82 ns. MATLAB ''_-
calculations show that the addition of the "' .....

am "_

equalizer allows for 6 dB additional loop gain -" "_ ---.._
e

4_.I _ _ _ to.ooo ooo mta

Figure _: Measured klystron-equalizerresponse
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6. CONCLUSIONS Greg Dalit
John Fox

Large group delays common in todays high Haitham Hindi
power klystron tubes used for storage rings can Heinz Schwarz
be effectively compensated for. We have
demonstrated a technique which is technically
very feasible, low cost and effective. Special thanks to Flemming Petersen of CERN

who both inspired and contributed to this
project.

Matching the equalizer response to a particular
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